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1 EC-801 Advance Communication System 3 1 0 4 80 20 50 50 200

2 EC-802 Microwave Engg. 3 1 2 6 80 20 50 50 200

3 EC-803 Wireless Communications 3 1 0 4 80 20 100

4 EC-804 Elective II 3 1 2 6 80 20 0 0 100
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7 EC-806 Self Study 0 0 2 2 - - - 50 50

6 EC-807 Major Project 6 6 200 100 300
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EC-801 Advanced Communication Systems

Unit- I
Channel coding: Introduction, Block codes, Convolutional codes, Trellis-coded
modulation, Turbo-codes, Low density parity check codes, coding for the fading
channels.
Speech coding: Introduction, the sound of speech, stochastic models for speech,
quantization and coding, from speech transmission to acoustic telepresence.

Unit- II
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) Introduction, principle of OFDM,
implementation of transceivers, frequency-selective channels, channel estimation, peak ro
average power ratio, intercarrier interference, adaptive modulation and capacity, multiple
access, multicarrier code division multiple access, single carrier modulation with
frequency-domain equalization.
Multiantenna system: smart antennas, multiple input multiple output systems.

Unit- III
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) Historical overview, system
overview, the air interface, logical and physical channels, synchronization, coding,
equalizer, circuit- switched data transmission, establishing a connection and handover,
services and billing.
Interim Standard 95 (IS-95) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA 2000)
Historical overview, system overview, the air interface, coding, spreading and modulation,
logical and physical channels, handover.

Unit- IV
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) Historical overview, system
overview, the air interface, logical and physical channels, speech coding, multiplexing and
channel coding, spreading and modulation, physical-layer procedures.
Statistics of Cellular systems Time delay spread, Noise figure, power limited and
bandwidth-limited system, mobile and portable coverage, Ray-tracking and building- block
approach, coding scheme and variable burst-error intervals, antenna down-tilt, lnter-
modulation, mobile location, angle spread with antenna height and its application.

Unit- V
New Concepts Channel capacity in a Rayleigh fading environment, real-time running
average, link capacities versus call drops between GSM and CDMA, data transmission
via cellular systems, multiuser detection for CDMA, spectrum and technology of a WLL
system, wavelet representation.
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References:
A. F. Molisch: Wireless Communications, Wiley India Pvt. Ltd.
2. W. C. Y. Lee: Mobile Communications Engineering- theory and practices, TMH.
3. Upena Dalal: Wireless Communications, Oxford University Press.
4. Kamilo Feher: Wireless Digital Communications, PHI Learning.
5. Mullet: Introduction to Wireless Telecommunication Systems and Networks:
Cengage Learning.

List of Experiments:
Practical should be performed using Scilab/ Matlab simulation software based on
the above contents some may be as follows:

1. Simulation of block codes, convolutional codes, parity check codes etc.
2. Simulation of transreceiver in OFDM and plotting of BER vs SNR graphs for coded
and uncoded OFDM .
3. Simulation of transmission

through a rayleigh fading channel. Other
practical may include study of:

1. Coding, multiplexing, interleaving, spreading, modulation and demodulation in uplink
and downlink for GSM and CDMA.
2. Data transmission via cellular systems.
3. Smart antennas and MIMO systems.
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EC-802 Microwave Engineering
Unit-I
Microwave Transmission System General representation of EM field in terms of TEM,
TE and TM components, Uniform guide structures, rectangular wave guides, Circular
Wave guides, Solution in terms of various modes, Properties of propagating and
evanescent modes, Dominant modes, Normalized model voltages and currents, Power
flow and energy storage in modes frequency range of operation for single mode working,
effect of higher order modes, Strip line and micro strip lines general properties,
Comparison of coaxial, Micro strip and rectangular wave guides in terms of band width,
power handling capacity, economical consideration etc.

Unit-II
Microwave Networks and Component Transmission line ports of microwave network,
Scattering matrix, Properties of scattering matrix of reciprocal, Non reciprocal, loss
less, Passive networks, Examples of two, three and four port networks, wave guide
components like attenuator, Phase shifters and couplers, Flanges, Bends, Irises, Posts,
Loads, Principle of operation and properties of E-plane, H-plane Tee junctions of wave
guides, Hybrid T, Multi-hole directional coupler, Directional couplers, Microwave
resonators- rectangular. Excitation of wave guide and resonators by couplers. Principles of
operation of non reciprocal devices, properties of ferrites, Isolators and phase shifters.

Unit-III
Microwave Solid State Devices and Application PIN diodes, Properties and
applications, Microwave detector diodes, detection characteristics, Varactor diodes,
parametric amplifier fundamentals, Manley-Rowe power relation MASER, LASER ,
Amplifiers, Frequency converters and harmonic generators using varactor diodes,
Transferred electron devices, Gunn effect, Various modes of operation of Gunn oscillator,
IMPATT, TRAPATT and BARITT.

Unit-IV
Microwave Vacuum Tube Devices Interaction of electron beam with electromagnetic
field, power transfer condition. Principles of working of two cavity and Reflex Klystrons,
arrival time curve and oscillation conditions in reflex klystrons, mode- frequency
characteristics. Effect of repeller voltage variation on power and frequency of output.
Principle of working of magnetrons. Electron dynamics in planar and cylindrical
magnetrons, Cutoff magnetic field, Resonant cavities in magnetron, Π-mode operation
Mode separation techniques, Rising sun cavity and strapping. Principle of working of
TWT amplifier. Slow wave structures, Approximate gain relationship in forward wave
TWT.
Unit-V
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Microwave Measurements Square law detection, Broadband and tuned detectors.
Wave-guide probes, Probe and detector mounts, Slotted line arrangement and VSWR
meter, Measurement of wave-guide impedance at load port by slotted line, Microwave
bench components and source modulation. Measurement of scattering matrix parameters,
High, Medium and low-level power measurement techniques, Characteristics of
bolometers, bolometer mounts, Power measurement bridges, Microwave frequency
measurement techniques, calibrated resonators (transmission and absorption type).
Network Analyzer and its use in measurements.

References:
1. Liao: Microwave Devices and Circuits, Pearson Education.
2. Das: Microwave Engineering, TMH.
3. Rao: Microwave Engineering, PHI Learning.
4. Collins: Foundations of Microwave Engineering, Wiley India.
5. Srivastava and Gupta: Microwave Devices and Circuits, PHI Learning.
6. Reich: Microwave Principles, East West Press.
7. Pozar: Microwave Engineering, Wiley India.
8. Roy and Mitra: Microwave Semiconductor Devices, PHI learning

List of Experiments:

Following illustrative practical should be simulated with the help of any RF
simulation software:-

1. Study the characteristics of Klystron Tube and to determine its electronic tuning
range.

2. To determine the frequency and wavelength in a rectangular wave-guide working
on TE10 mode.

3. To determine the Standing Wave-Ratio and reflection coefficient.

4. To measure an unknown impedance with Smith Chart.

5. To study the V-I characteristics of Gunn Diode.
6. To study the following characteristics of Gunn Diode.

(a) Output power and frequency as a function of
voltage. (b) Square wave modulation through
PIN diode.

7. Study the function of Magic Tee by measuring the following
parameters. (a) Measurement of VSWR at different ports
and
(b) Measurement of isolation and coupling coefficient.

8. Study the function of Isolator / Circulator by measuring the following
parameters. (a) Input VSWR measurement of Isolator /
Circulator.
(b) Measurement of insertion loss and isolation.
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9. Study the function of Attenuator (Fixed and Variable type) by measuring the
following parameters. (a) Input VSWR measurement.
(b) Measurement of insertion loss and attenuation.

10. Study the function of Multi Hole Directional Coupler by measuring the
following parameters. (a) To measure main line and auxiliary line VSWR.
(b) To measure the coupling factor and directivity.

11. Study of a network analyzer and measurements using it.
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EC-803 Wireless Communication

Unit-I
Introduction
Applications and requirements of wireless services: history, types of services,
requirements for the services, economic and social aspects.
Technical challenges in wireless communications: multipath propagation,
spectrum limitations, limited energy, user mobility, noise and interference-limited
systems.
Propagation mechanism: free space loss, reflection and transmission, diffraction,
scattering by rough surfaces, wave guiding.

Unit-II
Wireless Propagation channels
Statistical description of the wireless channel: time invariant and variant two path
models, small-scale fading with and without a dominant component, Doppler
spectra, temporal dependence of fading, large scale fading.
Wideband and directional channel characteristics: causes of delay
dispersion, system theoretic description of wireless channels, WSSUS model,
condensed parameters, ultra wideband channels, directional description.

Unit-III
Channel models: Narrowband, wideband and directional models, deterministic
channel-modeling methods. Channel sounding: Introduction, time domain
measurements, frequency domain analysis, modified measurement methods,
directionally resolved measurements.
Antennas: Introduction, antennas for mobile stations, antennas for base stations.

Unit-IV
Transceivers and signal processing: Structure of a wireless communication link:
transceiver block structure, simplified models. Modulation formats, demodulator
structure, error probability in AWGN channels, error probability in flat-fading
channels, error probability in delay and frequency-dispersive fading channels.

Unit V
Diversity: Introduction, microdiversity, macrodiversity and simulcast,
combination of signals, error probability in fading channels with diversity reception,
transmit diversity.
Equalizers: Introduction, linear equalizers, decision feedback equalizers, maximum
likelihood sequence estimation (Viterbi detector), comparison of equalizer structures,
fractional spaced equalizers, blind equalizers.
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References:
1. Molisch: Wireless Communications, Wiley India.
2. Taub and Schilling: Principles of Communication Systems, TMH.
3. Haykin: Mordern Wireless Communication, Pearson Education.
4. Upena Dalal: Wireless Communication, Oxford University Press.
5. Rappaport: Wireless Communication, Pearson Education.
6. Price: Wireless Communication and Networks, TMH.
7. Palanivelu and Nakkereeran : Wireless and Mobile Communication, PHI
Learning.
8. Chidambara Nathan: Wireless Communication, PHI Learning
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EC-8401(Elective-II) NanoTechnology

Unit- I
Introduction The ‘Top down’ and ‘Bottom up’ approach, Why Nanoelectronics?,
Nanotechnology potential. Band structure and density of states at Nanoscale: energy
bands, density of states at low dimensional structure.
Electrical transport in Nanostructure: Electrical conduction in metals, insulator/ionic
crystals and semiconductors. Conduction mechanism in bulk, thin film and low
dimensional system. Introductory quantum mechanics for Nanoscience: size effect in
smaller systems, quantum behavior of nanometric world.

Unit- II
Tunnel junction and application of tunneling: Tunneling through a potential barrier,
potential energy profiles of material interfaces, applications of tunneling.
Quantum wells, wires and dots: Semiconductor hetrostructure and quantum wells,
quantum dots and nanoparticles.

Unit- III
Single electron transistor: Coulomb Blockade, single electron transistor, other SET
and FET structures.

Unit- IV
Ballastic and spin transport: Classical and semi-classical transport, ballistic transport,
carbon nanotubes and nanowires, transport of spin and spintronics.
The era of new Nanostructures of carbon: Buck minsterfullerence,
Nanodiomond, BN Nanotubes, Molecular Machine, Nanobiometrics.

Unit- V
Fabrication technology: Top-down vs bottom-up technology.
Lithographic process: Lithography, Nanolithography, split gate technology, self
assembly, limitation of lithographic process.
Non-lithographic techniques: Plasma arc discharge, sputtering, evaporation,
chemical vapour deposition, pulsed laser deposition, molecular beam epitaxy, sol-gel
technique, electrodeposition and other process.

References:
1. G. W. Hanson: Fundamentals of Nanoelectronics, Pearson Education.
2. K. K. Chattopadhyay and A. N. Banerjee: Introduction to Nanoscience and

Nanotechnology, PHI Learning.
3. Vlaadiniz U. Mitin: Introduction to Nanoelectronics, Cambridge University Press.
4. M. Dragman and D. Dragman: Nanoelectronics- Principles and devices, Artech
House.
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5. Karl Goser: Nanoelectronics and Nanosystems, Springer.
6. Daniel Minoli: Nanotechnology application to telecommunication and networking,
Wiley Interscience.
7. John H. Davis: Physics of low dimension semiconductor, Cambridge Press.

EC-8402 Micro Electronics

Unit-I
MOSFETS: Device Structure and physical operation:  VI characterstics, MOSFETS
circuit at dc, biasing in MOS amplifier circuits, small signal operation and models,
MOSFETS as amplifier and as a switch, small signal operation modes, single stage MOS
amplifires, SPICE MOSFET Examples.

Unit-II
Single Stage IC Amplifier: IC design philiosophy, CoUmparison of MOSFET and BJT,
Current sources,  Current mirrors and current steering circuits, high frequency response.
CS and CF amplifiers with loads, high frequency response of CS and CF amplifiers, CG
and CB amplifiers with active loads, high frequency response of CG and CB amplifiers,
Cascade amplifiers, CS and CE amplifiers with source (emitter) degeneration source and
emitter followers, some useful transfer parings, current mirrors with improved
performance.

Unit-III
Differences and multistage Amplifiers: The MOS differential pair, small signal
operation of MOS differential pair, the BJT differences pair, other non ideal
characteristics and differential pair, differential amplifier with active loads, frequency
response and differential amplifiers. Multistage amplifier.

Unit-IV
Feedback: Feedback structure, properties of negative feedback, four basic feedback
topologies, series-shunt feedback determining the loop gain, stability problem,  effect of
feedback an amplifier poles, stability study using Bode plots, Frequency compensation,

Unit-V
Operational Amplifiers: Ideal Op-amp, Inverting Configuration, Non-inverting
Configuration, Difference Amplifiers, Open-Loop Gain & BW on circuit performance,
Large Signal operation of Op-Amps, DC Imperfections, Integrator and Differentialiors,
Non-linear Function Operations, sample and hold circuit.
Digital CMOS Circuits: Overview , design, performance analysis of CMOS inverter,Logic
Gate Circuits, Pass-transistor logic, Dynamic Logic Circuits.

References:
1. Microelectronic Circuits: Adel Sedra and K. C. Smith, 5th Edition, Oxford University
press, International version, 2009.
2. Fundamentals of Microelectronics: Behzad razavi,john wiley India pvt. Ltd. 2008.
3. Micro electronics analysis and design sundaram  Natrajan, Tata McGraw-Hill,2007
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EC-8403 Advanced Data Networks

Unit-I
Principles of Wireless Networks Network Planning: Introduction, wireless network
topologies, cellular topology. Wireless network operation: introduction, mobility
management, radio resources and power management, security in wireless networks

Unit-II
Mobile Data Networks Introduction, the data-oriented CDPD network, GPRS and
higher data rates, short messaging services in GSM, mobile application protocols.
Wireless LANs (WLAN) Introduction, historical overview of the LAN industry, evolution
of the WLAN industry, new interest from military and service providers, a new explosion
of market and technology, wireless home networking.

Unit-III
IEEE 802.11 WLANs Introduction, what is IEEE 802.11? The PHY layer, MAC sublayer,
MAC management sublayer. HIPERLAN
Wireless Geolocation Systems:Introduction, what is Wireless Geolocation?
Wireless geolocation system architecture, technologies for wireless geolocation,
geolocation standards for E-911 services, performance measures for geolocation
systems.

Unit-IV
Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) Introduction, what is IEEE 802.15 WPAN?
What is HomeRF? What is Bluetooth? Interference between Bluetooth and 802.11.
Satellite Network Satellite navigation and global positioning system: Introduction,
radio and satellite navigation, GPS position location principles, GPS time, GPS
receivers and codes, the C/A code, Satellite signal acquisition, GPS signal levels,
timing accuracy, GPS receiver operation, GPS C/A code accuracy, differential GPS.

Unit-V
Optical Network Network Concepts: terminology, categories, layers. Network
topologies: performance of passive linear buses, performance of star architectures.
SONET/SDH : transmission formats and speeds, optical interfaces, SONET/SDH rings,
SONET/SDH networks.
High speed light-wave links: links operating at 10, 40 and 160 Gbps. Optical
add/drop multiplexing (OADM): OADM configurations, reconfigurable OADM.
Optical switching: optical cross-connect, wavelength conversion, wavelength routing,
optical packet switching, optical burst switching. WDM network examples: wideband
long-haul WDM networks, narrowband metro WDM networks, passive optical network.
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Mitigation of transmission impairments: chromatic dispersion compensating fiber, bragg
grating dispersion compensators, polarization- mode dispersion compensation, optical
amplifier gain transients

References:
1. K. Pahlavan and P. Krishnamurthy: Principles of Wireless Networks, PHI
Learning.
2. G. Keiser: Optical Fiber Communications, 4th Edition, TMH New Delhi.
3. T. Pratt, C. Bostian and J. Allnut: Satellite Communications, 2nd Edition, Wiley
Indian Pvt. Ltd.
4. Upena Dalal: Wireless Communications, Oxford University Press
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EC – 807 Major Project

The student should prepare a working system or some design or understanding
of a complex system that he has selected in the seventh semester using system
analysis tools and submit the same in the form of a write-up i.e. detail project report.
The student should maintain proper documentation of different stages of project such
as need analysis, market analysis, concept evaluation, requirement specification,
objectives, work plan, analysis, design, implementation and test plan wherever
applicable. Each student is required to prepare a project report based on the above
points and present the same at the final examination with a demonstration of the
working system.
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